
Let’s get married together.!



Carved into a cliff overlooking the Bay of Cabo San Lucas with the best view of the 
famous Arch at Land’s End that divides the Sea of Cortes and the Pacific Ocean.

The best view in the world
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Love is the wheel of the world and love has found the perfect venue to give the next step in 
your love story… Welcome to Sunset Monalisa. With more than 150 Weddings every year with 
spectacular ocean views of the Land’s End, sumptuous food, impeccable service and elegant 
set-ups, are why so many couples choose to have their wedding with us. 

Working with local and international wedding planners and Sunset Monalisa’s guaranteed that 
every detail is meticulously planned and executed allowing the happy couple and their guests 
to enjoy an unforgettable and unparalleled wedding experience.

As the concept implies, this spectacular restaurant is the premier spot in Los Cabos to say
 “I do” while watching the sunset, having the famous Arch as a background and a great view to 
a secluded pristine beach for the perfect Wedding picture.

Sunset Monalisa 
Romance

Benvenuto a 
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WELCOME TO 
SUNSET MONALISA

 ROMANCE

Designed on several levels on a beautiful cliff facing the 
sea, each terrace takes advantage of the spectacular view 
of the bay; Sunset Monalisa is the perfect place for your 
Wedding Day, Rehearsal Dinner, Welcome cocktail & 
dinner, Vow Renewal.

Our talented chef Héctor Morales cuisine proposal will 
perfectly fit the need of any special event. With creative 
recipes that combine local Baja flavors with top-notch 
ingredients, plus the variety offered in our banquet 
menu, We assure a complete culinary experience in 
your special day.

Our highly trained staff will guarantee a first class 
service and experience to all your guests.
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In 1956 Don Abelardo Rodriguez, son of General Abelardo Rodriguez the 
interim president of Mexico, decided to open one of the most famous hotels 
in Mexico,(Palmilla Hotel) has been a favorite retreat for personalities like 
Hemingway and Harlow.

In order to entertain their guests Cristina Bremmer Rodriguez, the niece 
of Abelardo Rodriguez, opened up Ristorante Da Giorgio near San Jose 
(which is now completely separate entity from Sunset Monalisa) with her 
husband, a young Italian from Florence Italy.

Los Cabos has since become world-renowned attracting not only high-end 
travelers, but also sophisticated clientele. In 1991 Ristorante Da Giorgio 
was created and quickly reached its splendor. Its unique natural setting 
made this place one of the Landmarks of Los Cabos. In 2001 Hurricane 

Juliette destroyed the huge palapa that covered the entire site and marked 
the change in administration and future of the restaurant.

In 2004 a group of Italian investors, started the new operation of Sunset 
Monalisa with the best professionals of service and wedding planners in 
the area, with this they achieved a new and unequaled product. After 14 
years of operation, Sunset Monalisa has worked with the most qualified 
architects of Los Cabos, where over the years have achieved important 
redesigns in the location, as well as investments in human resources; 
the Palapa is in place, our kitchen is expanded, a new Grand Panorama 
Terrace, and Cava Di Vini fully conditioned for casual or private events 
with a breathtaking views.

Our History!
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Sunset Monalisa understand and know how important this day is in your life; In order to let you get 
acquainted with the multiple solutions offered by each area, we have designed this special information 
with the description of what we can do for you and the areas you can use according to your party size and 
needs.

Please remember to always contact us directly, this is simply general information, we like to customize 
each wedding as unique according to your needs and tastes.

Your Perfect Wedding!
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Oriente Terrace
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Ocean Terrace
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Occidente Terrace
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Cava Di Vivi
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Grand Panorama



 We have one wedding per day to provide you total privacy.
 Exclusive Chef with Michelin Star experience.
 Exclusive areas for your Ceremony, cocktails and dinner.
 Flexibility to close the entire restaurant exclusively for you 
 in a BUY OUT basis.*
 Available to stay open until 1:00 am.*
 A/C in Cava Di Vini with the incredible view of the arch.
             Private entrance for your guests and bridal party.
 Amazing view. 
 Vegetarian, celiac & lactose intolerant specially designed menus.
 Exclusive musical services.
 Regular furniture included at no additional charge.
 There are no charges for the use of the site, only minimum 
 consumption rates apply *.
 

Details that make us unique and perfect 
venue for your wedding day
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At Ocean & Occidente Terrace, you will have your own 
private bar and exclusive restrooms for the comfort of 
your guests. While the sun sets, we will tray pass exclusive 
drinks and delicious hors d’oeuvres for your guests.

OCEAN & OCCIDENTE

Ocean Terrace

Occidente Terrace

Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 70 pax

Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 25 pax
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 50 pax

Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 40 pax

Areas and Capacities 
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Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 50 pax
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 70 pax

Dine in the Cava Di Vini with air conditioning, where 
privacy can be enjoyed away from the usual clientele. 
There are no restrictions with amplified music in this 
area, don’t worry about the view we have glass door 
from wall to wall allowing  you to contemplate the bay 
of Cabo San Lucas at night.
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 Maximum Capacity for Ceremony: 150 pax
               Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 150 pax
 Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 200 pax

Our beautiful Grand Panorama Terrace, where you can enjoy a semi-private dinner for your guests while 
everyone takes unforgettable photos during the sunset, facing the Arco de Cabo San Lucas.

GRAND PANORAMA   
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Cocktail

Ceremony

Using all of Ocean & Occidente Terrace, we can create 
experiences based on your preferences.

Using all of our Oriente Terraces, we can create the perfect 
ceremony setup.

Our outdoor Grand Panorama Terrace can accommodate 
large groups of people, where we ensure unparalleled service 
with the delight of our Mediterranean cuisine and of course, 
the beautiful view of the Arch of Cabo San Lucas.

* Maximum capacity for Buyout considering ceremony, cocktail and dinner is 
150 pax and without ceremony up to 200 pax using all the terraces for dinner 
assembly.

** Total purchase of the place is required for dance floor, amplified music or live 
band.

** The dance floor can be installed; where it best suits your party.

Dinner

BUYOUT  WEDDINGS FROM 70 UP TO 150 PAX *
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Our Set Up
Here we metion some of the basic set ups that are 
included in your event.

              Standard Beige Chairs
              Standard White Napkins
              Standard White Linens
              Standard Silverware 
              Standard Glassware
              Standard Lounge
              Standard Cocktail Tables
              Gold & Silver Tiffany chairs *$ 7USD
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1. ORIENTE TERRACE
Maximum Capacity for Ceremony: 150 pax. 
Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 110 pax.
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 100 pax.

2. OCEAN TERRACE
Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 25 pax. 
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 50 pax.

3. OCCIDENTE TERRACE
Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 40 pax.  
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 70 pax.

4. GRAN PANORAMA
Maximum Capacity for Ceremony: 150 pax. 
Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 150 pax. 
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 200 pax.

5. CAVA DI VINI
Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 50 pax.
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 70 pax.

6. PALAPA 
Maximum Capacity for Banquets: 70 pax
Maximum Capacity for Cocktail: 100 pax.

Restaurant Map
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Office Telephone:+52 624-105-8970 
Email: weddings@sunsetmonalisa.com


